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PREFACE
For over 40 years Everitt was the principle investigator and driving force behind the
NASA-funded misssion known as Gravity Probe B. He responded to my email query and
brief essay attachment in 2014. Everitt also responded to my Mr. Natural postcard, with its
succinct experiment proposal on the address side in 2015. (Both sides, attached below.)
Since Everitt is such a diligent experimentalist, it was disappointing to learn that he didn’t
“know what to say” about Galileo’s experiment. Why is it so hard to simply say, “Hmm,
yes, looks like we’ve missed a spot. Let’s take care of that right away. The sooner the better.
Yep.”?
Having gotten so many similar rejections, I’ve deduced that the main reason is personal
and collective embarrassment. Everybody already “knows” the result. So why bother?
Why draw attention to a gap in our actual knowledge that we can get away with pretending doesn’t exist.
To actively promote doing the experiment is tantamount to admitting that we don’t really
know its result, and/or that the physics community dropped the ball by not conducting
the experiment already. Much too embarrassing. Just pretend we’ve got it covered and
move on. That seems to be the prevailing strategy.
This situation is especially curious because of the uncanny consistency with which physicists respond—as if hard-wired to a collective mind, like the Star Trekian Borg. They’ve all
dedicated decades of their lives to the same rigorous training: mathematical, theoretical,
and sociological.
As Galileo rolls in his grave.
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francis1@stanford.edu, 9/17/14 3:29 PM -0800, Gravity Experiment
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To: francis1@stanford.edu
From: Richard J Benish <rjbenish@comcast.net>
Subject: Gravity Experiment
Attachments: <Gravity-Experiment-in-Waiting.pdf>
Dear Professor Everitt,
After so many years of hard work by so many dedicated scientists, the successful completion of
Gravity Probe B is a marvel to behold.
By stark contrast, then, is the experiment discussed in the attached paper. It is one that Galileo
proposed in 1632, but remains undone. I am writing in hopes that you would see fit to help
generate interest in conducting Galileo’s experiment, which has been waiting nearly 400 years.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Richard Benish

Francis Everitt, 9/18/14 7:33 AM -0800, Re: Gravity Experiment
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Date: Thu, 18 Sep 2014 08:33:51 -0700
To: Richard J Benish <rjbenish@comcast.net>
From: Francis Everitt <francis@relgyro.stanford.edu>
Subject: Re: Gravity Experiment
Dear Richard Benish
Thank you for forwarding that paper. I don’t know what to say about the proposed Galileo
experiment, but physics is full of unanswered questions. To me the most extraordinary one is the
weakness of the gravitational force. Take two electrons: there is an electrical repulsion between
them and a gravitational attraction. The attraction is 42 orders of magnitude smaller than the
repulsion. Most people don’t have an intuitive feel for what 42 orders of magnitude means. The
image I like is that it is the ratio of the mass of the sun to the mass of the eye of a flea.
Regards,
Francis Everitt

Printed for Richard Benish <rjbenish@comcast.net@smtp.comcast.net>
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Francis Everitt, 9/18/14 11:55 AM -0800, Re: Gravity Experiment
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To: Francis Everitt <francis@relgyro.stanford.edu>
From: Richard J Benish <rjbenish@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: Gravity Experiment
Attachments:
Dear Professor Everitt,
Thank you very much for the kind reply.
I am puzzled by your silence on the Galileo experiment.
Would it not be a good idea to see this experiment come to fruition? Ought we not to provide the
empirical evidence to directly support the well known prediction?
Respectfully,
Richard Benish

Printed for Richard Benish <rjbenish@comcast.net>
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Francis Everitt, 9/24/15 11:44 AM -0800, Tunnels Through the Earth

Date: Thu, 24 Sep 2015 12:44:48 -0700
To: rjbenish@comcast.net
From: Francis Everitt <francis@relgyro.stanford.edu>
Subject: Tunnels Through the Earth

1

Reply to hard copy of
Mr. Natural Postcard:
“Tunnels Through the Earth”?
Ahh, yes, another exhibition of
the Art of Missing the Point.

Dear Richard Benish
Thanks for your June 17 card. My recollection the calculated time of fall of a mass through a
tunnel from one side of the Earth to the other is 88 minutes, whatever the direction of the hole.
No one has ever done or is ever likely to do the experiment but it is an elegant calculation to
reverify for oneself.
Regards
Francis Everitt

Francis Everitt, 9/25/15 9:35 AM -0800, Re: tunnels through the Earth
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To: Francis Everitt <francis@relgyro.stanford.edu>
From: Richard J Benish <rjbenish@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: tunnels through the Earth
Attachments: <Galileo’s-Belated-Experiment.pdf>
Dear Professor Everitt,
Many thanks for your reply.
Assuming uniform density, the predicted period is about 84 minutes, so a trip from one side to
the other would take half that time.
More importantly, the essence of Galileo’s experiment has no need for a whole planet.
What I have called a “Small Low-Energy Non-Collider,” Larry Smalley has called a
“Gravitational Clock,” as in the title of his 1975 NASA Memorandum, which reviewed proposals
for using such a device to measure big G:
http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19750014902.pdf
None of these proposals were ever carried out.
A less expensive Small Low-Energy Non-Collider would be a modified Cavendish Balance
installed in an Earth-based laboratory. The apparatus builder George Herold (at TeachSpin in
Buffalo, NY) once expressed an interest in building the device. Perhaps his interest in doing so
could be revived.
In any case, since the result of the experiment is routinely presented in elementary physics texts,
wouldn’t it be nice to finally back up the prediction with empirical evidence? Hasn’t the spirit of
Galileo been waiting long enough (too long)?
Thanks for your good work.
Sincerely,
Richard Benish

Printed for Richard Benish <rjbenish@comcast.net>
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Francis Everitt
C. W. Francis Everitt (b. 8 March 1934) is a US-based English physicist
working on experimental testing of general relativity.

Francis Everitt

Everitt was educated at Imperial College London and the University of
Pennsylvania in low-temperature physics.[1] He is Professor at the Hansen
Experimental Physics Laboratory of Stanford University and is also an
Associate Member of the Kavli Institute for Particle Astrophysics and
Cosmology (KIPAC).
Everitt is Principal Investigator of the Gravity Probe B mission mainly aimed
to test frame-dragging at an expected accuracy of 1%. According to general
relativity, it is an effect induced by the rotation of the Earth on orbiting
gyroscopes. Everitt spent more than 40 years on the project and was awarded
with the NASA Distinguished Public Service Medal. The results were

Francis Everitt at a NASA press
conference

Occupation Physicist
Known for

published in Physical Review Letters in May 2011.[2] The results confirm

Gravity Probe B,
relativity

general relativity's predictions, though not to the project's ambitious goal of
1% precision.
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